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Direct M & D Evans – Direct P & J Roziers – Direct Syndicate Lofts
Because of the recent loss of my wife and my own declining health, 

plus I am in my seventy-fifth year, I have made a very difficult decision 
to auction off most of my principal stock birds. I shall only retain 

the 2005 and older birds.
My entire team of P & J Roziers ‘Queen L’ family and most of my direct
M & D Evans Gaby Vandenabeeles are in the sale. The arrival of these
outstanding stock birds is all down to my friendship with the ‘Cannock
Ace’, Jack Walker, who in turn introduced me to three of the most
remarkable and genuine people you could wish to meet! They are Mark
& Dick Evans of ‘Myrtle Lofts’ and Peter Fox of ‘Syndicate Lofts’. So
the least I can do is thank them for all their help and continued friendship.
I must also thank Micky Collins for his help in acquiring the direct
Rozier pigeons, which, along with the Peter Fox birds, have made a
fabulous ‘Queen L’ family and, in my opinion and that of other fanciers’, are as good as you could get.
These two teams of stock are responsible for at least 30 first prizewinners every season from 2010 to 2014! They
have topped six different Federations on more than one occasion and have won many other Fed cards for myself

and other fanciers from 100 miles to 480 miles, also scoring in the top 50 of many National races.
Some of the fanciers to win with these birds are Steve Gwilliam, Keith Rhodes, Roy Gregory, Graham Ward, Brian & Sue

Stone, Mick Jones, Bob Lesiak, Dave Carter, Dick Clark, Gino Rigby, Eddie Speed, Graham Baker, H & R Taylor to
name but a few and myself! 

Final Comment: ‘They are the best pigeons I have ever owned since I was seven years old. All birds fertile this year.’ –
Graham Hancox, Telford.

Testimonial: ‘I have been a family friend of Graham’s for over 50 years and have found him to be a very generous and genuine man. I have accompanied
him on most of his visits to purchase the very best on offer. Ever since I introduced him to Jack Walker, the Cannock Maestro, a friendship developed and
Jack loaned him some super pigeons including four direct sons of the immortal ‘Shadow’ (M & D Evans) that have filled Graham’s lofts with outstanding
specimens. Jack also supplied him with some fantastic pigeons of P & J Roziers, which were added to with some direct birds via Micky Collins from the
very best of Roziers. As you will know, I have written articles in the BHW and RP on the outstanding performances of the ‘Queen L’ family, which contain
the best of the Houben blood. Graham keeps his pigeons in top condition and they are treated throughout the season when needed. There are a lot of
fanciers who have had success with his birds and I am sure the Roziers birds will set new levels of achievement for those who purchase them, for they are
special! Yours faithfully.’ Keith Gaut ‘The Destroyer BHW’

Full details of each Lot can be viewed online at: elimarpigeons.com
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Blu Vic 57: Direct M & D Evans Gaby Vandenabeele stock cock


